DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
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#9
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS PUBLIC HEARING
SUBJECT:

SPEX-2013-0032, Franklin Park Field Lighting Addition

ELECTION DISTRICT:

Blue Ridge

CRITICAL ACTION DATE:

May 9, 2014

STAFF CONTACTS:

Kate McConnell, AICP, Project Manager, Department of
Planning
Julie Pastor, AICP, Director, Department of Planning

APPLICANT:

Paul Brown, Assistant Director, Department of
Transportation & Capital Infrastructure

PURPOSE: This application is for a special exception to expand field lighting permitted by
SPEX-1994-0008, Franklin Park, to four existing rectangular fields, two existing tennis
courts, and an existing outdoor in-line skate rink in Franklin Park. The property is located
in the Agricultural Rural – 1 (AR-1) zoning district and subject to the Revised 1993 Zoning
Ordinance (Zoning Ordinance). The proposed use is listed as a Special Exception use
under Section 2-102, Table 2-102.
To modify the conditions of approval and special exception plat associated with SPEX1994-0008, Franklin Park, in order to permit the new field lighting, Section 6-1313(A)
requires that a new special exception be approved.
RECOMMENDATIONS: At the February 18, 2014 Public Hearing, the Planning
Commission voted 7-1-1 (Salmon opposed, Klancher abstained) to recommend denial of
the Special Exception application to the Board of Supervisors.
Staff recommends approval with Conditions that will decrease the adverse impacts
associated with the increased field lighting in Franklin Park. The proposed Special
Exception will benefit the County notwithstanding the potential for nighttime views of
lighting at the park.
The application is ready for Board action. The County Attorney has reviewed and
approved to form the Conditions of Approval. The Applicant is in agreement with
Conditions.
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SUGGESTED MOTIONS:
1.

I move that the Board of Supervisors forward SPEX-2013-0032, Franklin Park Field
Lighting Addition, to the May 7, 2014 Board of Supervisors Business Meeting for
action.

2a. I move that the Board of Supervisors suspend the rules.
AND
2b. I move that the Board of Supervisors approve SPEX-2013-0032, Franklin Park Field
Lighting Addition, subject to the Conditions of Approval dated March 18, 2014 and
based on the Findings for Approval included in the April 9, 2014 Board of
Supervisors Public Hearing staff report.
OR
3.

I move an alternate motion.
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I.

APPLICATION INFORMATION

APPLICANT
Department of Transportation & Capital Infrastructure
Loudoun County, Virginia
Paul Brown, Assistant Director
209 Gibson St. NW
Leesburg, VA 20176
703-777-0293
paul.brown@loudoun.gov

REPRESENTATIVE
Rinker Design Associates
John Cummings
9385 Discovery Boulevard
Manassas, VA 20109
703-368-7373
jcummings@rdacivil.com

REQUEST
The Board of Supervisors, acting through the Department of Transportation and Capital
Infrastructure (DTCI), has submitted an application for a Special Exception to modify the
conditions of approval and special exception plat associated with SPEX-1994-0008, Franklin
Park, in order to permit new field lighting for four (4) existing rectangular fields, two (2) existing
tennis courts, and an existing outdoor in-line skate rink in the AR-l zoning district. The property
is located partially within the Floodplain Overlay District and adjacent to the Airmont Agricultural
and Forestal District. This proposed use is listed as a Special Exception use under Table 2-102
of Section 2-102. The subject property is located in the Blue Ridge Election District.
PARCELS/ACREAGE
Tax Map# /35////////86/ (PIN # 523-25-9648)
Acreage – Approximately 20 acres in the 199.39 acre park
ACCEPTANCE DATE
November 15, 2013

LOCATION
17501 Franklin Park Drive, 36441 and 36447 Blue Ridge View Lane,
Purcellville, Virginia
South of East Loudoun Street (Route 7), west of Tranquility Road
(Route 782), and east of Lakefield Road (Route 791)

ZONING ORDINANCE
Revised 1993

EXISTING ZONING
AR-1 (Agricultural Rural-1)

POLICY AREA
Rural Policy Area
Northern Tier

PLANNED LAND USE
Rural economy uses and limited residential development at a base
density of one dwelling unit per 20 acres
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Figure 1. Vicinity Map

Directions: From Leesburg, proceed west on Route 7 approximately 10 miles. Take the
VA BUS 7 exit and turn left on to VA Business 7 East/East Loudoun Street. Proceed for
approximately 1 mile and turn right onto Franklin Park Drive. The in-line skate rink and
tennis courts are adjacent to the first parking lot on the right. Continue on Franklin Park
Drive and turn right on Blue Ridge View Lane and proceed to the parking lot at the top of
the hill to access the rectangular fields.
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II.

PLANNING COMMISSION REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATION

At their February 18, 2014 public hearing, the Planning Commission voted 7-1-1 (Salmon
opposed, Klancher abstained) to forward SPEX-2013-0032 to the Board of Supervisors
with a recommendation of denial based on the discussion provided below. Twenty two
members of the public spoke against the application and one spoke in favor. Comments
from public opposed to the application largely addressed concerns about the following:


Visibility of the field lighting from large parts of rural Loudoun County due to the
location on top of a hill;



The negative impacts of field lighting on the night sky in rural Loudoun County;



That playing field lighting is in conflict with the Rural Area Policies of the Revised
General Plan;



The extended hours of noise associated with the lighted playing fields in the
evenings;



The increased traffic and parking conflicts within the Park, particularly with the
Franklin Arts Center due to lengthened field use;



The need for comprehensive park upgrades in general, including walkway lighting,
the provision of restrooms near rectangular fields, and more parking;



Increased traffic on Lakefield Road, as it is adjacent to the rectangular fields and
provides an informal secondary access point;



The disregard for the past Board of Supervisors commitment not to light fields in
the proposed location;



The previous light study conducted during the SPEX-1994-0008 approval process
that provided information about the adverse impacts of installing lighting on top of
the hill;



That the former SPEX-1994-0008 condition required light poles to be 500 feet from
the property line and will not apply to this new lighting;



The negative effect on property values adjacent to the park;



The lack of exploration of other playing field opportunities in western Loudoun,
such as Fields Farm, public school fields, or the purchase of additional active
parkland;



The limited use of the fields as it relates to the investment to install field lighting;
and



The negative effects on wildlife in and around the park.

While many citizens acknowledged the need for additional playing fields during their
comments, many of them stated that the proposed location was not appropriate because
of the prominent location on top of a hill and visibility of the field lighting.
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Public comment in favor of the application addressed the need for playing fields,
particularly in western Loudoun.
The Planning Commission’s action included a motion by Mr. Douglas and seconded by
Mr. Ruedisueli, that the Planning Commission forward SPEX-2013-0032, Franklin Park –
Field Lighting Addition, to the Board of Supervisors with a recommendation of denial. This
motion was preceded by a statement that covered the following points:


The Planning Commission received numerous letters, phone calls, and emails from
residents in opposition to the field lighting proposal, and no correspondence in
support. Only one member of the public spoke in support of the application at the
Public Hearing;



Concern that the limited hours of field lighting agreed to by the Applicant and
consistent with the current SPEX-1994-0008 Conditions of Approval (lights off by
9:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday, by 10:00 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, by
11:00 p.m. for scheduled tournaments, and no lights on Sunday) does not justify
the capital expenditure required to install the additional field lighting in Franklin
Park, or the negative effect on the nighttime environment. The limited hours of field
lighting proposed at Franklin Park are in contrast to other regional County parks,
where field lights are required to be turned off by 11:00 p.m. Monday through
Sunday.



Insufficient analysis of other options to provide additional playing fields in western
Loudoun County has been provided. This would include analysis of lighting
alternate fields, such as Fields Farm, or in partnership with Loudoun County Public
Schools, or identifying or purchasing additional land for playing fields in western
Loudoun County.



The proposal for additional field lighting in Franklin Park is not consistent with the
Franklin Park Master Plan, which addresses the passive and active nature of the
approved park and does not support anything that impairs or changes the serene
environment or imposes a negative posture on the surrounding neighbors. The
park is intended for family recreation, passive and active. Although ball fields were
considered, it was not designed or conceived as a ‘Sports Park’. Instead of lighting
the fields, the money budgeted for lighting could be used to fulfill the approved
Master Plan for Franklin Park, i.e Welcome Center/Community Center, Franklin
Park Arts Center.



Extending Franklin Park’s use later into the evening may exacerbate existing
parking conflicts within the park, particularly in the upper lot used by both Franklin
Arts Center patrons and athletic field users. This would also require Arts Center
patrons to use the lower parking lot and walk up a path to the facility, which may be
a safety issue for some users.



By moving the lighted ball diamonds to a lower elevation during the original review
of the special exception application for Franklin Park, a previous Board of
Supervisors made a commitment to neighbors and citizens not to light fields in the
proposed location on top of a hill.
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The effect that field lighting may have on wildlife living in and in the vicinity of the
park.

When seconding the motion, Mr. Ruedisueli went on to state that the fundamental
problem with placing the lights on top of the hill cannot be solved. The proposed
Conditions of Approval or any other mitigative measures would not adequately mitigate
the adverse effects of the additional field lighting on the surrounding rural landscape and
night sky. Additional comments made by Commissioners in support of denial included the
acknowledgement that additional playing fields are needed in western Loudoun County,
but that the proposed location for the lighting on a hilltop is not an appropriate location.
Following the motion for denial, Mr. Klancher offered an alternate motion to send the
application to worksession. He based this motion on the Planning Commission’s
opportunity at the worksession to explore unanswered questions, largely questions about
alternatives to lighting the fields at Franklin Park since there are concerns about light
impacts and return on investment, as well as questions about the amount of field time
provided as a result of lighting the fields and the amount of field time needed in western
Loudoun County, and to provide alternatives to the Board of Supervisors. Discussion on
this motion also included questions about the cumulative light effects of the existing ball
diamond lighting and the proposed lighting, the opportunities to pursue newer lighting
technology with lesser light impacts, conformity with the Franklin Park Master Plan, and
inconsistency with SPEX-1994-0008 conditions of approval. This motion failed 3-6
(Klancher, Salmon, Blackburn in favor) after Commissioners reiterated concerns about
the relative cost and elevated location of the proposed lighting.

III.

STAFF FINDINGS FOR APPROVAL

1. Based on the Board of Supervisors initiative to identify existing park facilities where
lighting can provide increased field utilization and Staff’s recommended Conditions of
Approval that will decrease and/or mitigate the adverse impacts associated with the
additional field lighting in Franklin Park, the proposed Special Exception will benefit
the County notwithstanding the potential for nighttime views of the proposed park
lighting.
2. Introducing additional field lighting to the regional park is in conformance with the
Countywide Transportation Plan, as the extension of playing field hours into the
evening will not increase traffic during commute times.
3. The application to revise the original regional park special exception approval
complies with the Revised 1993 Zoning Ordinance as the additional field lighting is in
addition to the SPEX-1994-0008 approval and considered a usual and customary
component of a regional park.
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IV.

CONTEXT

Location/Site Access – Franklin Park, the subject property, is located south of Business
Route 7/East Loudoun Street between the towns of Purcellville and Round Hill. More
specifically, the park is located between Tranquility Drive (Route 782) to the east and
Lakeview Road (Route 791) to the west (Figure 2). The park is accessed from East
Loudoun Street via Franklin Park Drive. A secondary, emergency and maintenance
entrance is accessed from Lakefield Road, a public road. The four rectangular fields
subject to this application are located in the western portion of the park on top of a hill
with an elevation of approximately 620 feet (Figures 3 and 4). The tennis courts and inline hockey rink subject to this application are located in a swale in the northwest portion
of the park at an elevation of approximately 568 feet (Figures 5 and 6).
Figure 2. 2012 aerial
showing the subject
property, Franklin Park,
and locations of the in-line
hockey rink, tennis courts,
and rectangular fields.
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Figure 3: View of rectangular fields looking
southwest.

Figure 4: View of rectangular fields looking
northwest.

Figure 5: View of in-line hockey rink, looking
northwest.

Figure 6: View of tennis courts, looking
southwest.

Existing Conditions – The subject property is currently developed as a 200-acre
regional park. Active amenities in the park include, but are not limited to, three small
lighted ball diamonds, two large lighted ball diamonds,1 a disc golf course, equestrian
facilities and trails, volleyball courts and a swimming pool, as well as the four rectangular
fields, two tennis courts, and one in-line skate rink that are the subject of this application.
Passive amenities in the park include, but are not limited to, open space, hiking trails,
picnic pavilions, and seating areas. The Franklin Park Arts Center is also located in the
park opposite the parking lot east of the four rectangular fields. Steep slopes and
wetlands exist on the site and are scattered throughout the park. Two storm water
management ponds and on-site sewage disposal serve the park. Sheet 2 of the SPEX
plat shows the park as it is currently developed.
1

The lighted ball diamonds are at an elevation of approximately 540 feet.
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Surrounding Properties – Properties surrounding Franklin Park are zoned AR-1, except
for one small section at the southwest corner of the park where the adjacent parcel is
zoned PD-H3 (ZMAP-1989-0004). Parcels closest to the fields and courts subject to this
application include single family residences on large lots, as well as a vacant field directly
west of the tennis courts and in-line skate rink.
Background – The Board of Supervisors, at their September 18, 2012 business meeting,
directed staff to perform an audit and inventory of county and school athletic facilities in
order to identify improvements, potentially including lighting, that could increase utilization
of existing playing fields. Based on the need for additional athletic fields and the
opportunity to gain increased utilization through lighting, DTCI is making this Special
Exception application for additional field lighting at Franklin Park.
Franklin Park was originally approved by the Board of Supervisors in April 1995 under
SPEX-1994-0008. A condition of approval limits the park hours to 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.,
with the exception of special events. The approval included passive and active uses, as
well as the lighting of the five ball diamonds. At that time, the property was zoned A-3
(Agricultural Residential) and a “Community, neighborhood, or regional park, active
recreational uses” was listed as a special exception use under Section 2-303 of the 1993
Zoning Ordinance. “Playing fields and courts, lighted” was also listed as a special
exception use under Section 2-303(UU).2
During the legislative process for the original application, the ball diamonds and
associated lighting were proposed in the current location of the four rectangular fields.
Due to the location on top of a hill, citizens raised concerns over the lighting proposal. As
a solution, the County moved the ball diamonds to the current location and to a point
lower in elevation to decrease the prominence of the lighted fields. Conditions of Approval
also addressed the type of lighting to be installed, the hours that the fields would be lit,
the distance of the light poles from the property line, and buffering. The County recently
installed the approved lighting in two phases, with the installation of lighting on one ball
diamond in the summer of 2012 and completion of the remaining four diamonds in the fall
of 2013. This field lighting is the same type that is proposed in this application.
On Monday, January 13, 2014, DTCI held a Public Information Session at the Franklin
Park Arts Center to provide information on the current application. At the meeting,
members of the public voiced concerns over light pollution/field light visibility due to
prominent location of proposed rectangular field lighting on a hill in the rural area and
noise related to extended field use.
As of March 26, 2014, one member of the public submitted a comment on LOLA. Staff
also received several phone calls from citizens regarding the application. All comments
were related to concerns about light, noise, and length of evening events.

2

Since that time the property was remapped to AR-1, wherein “Community, neighborhood, or regional park,
active recreational uses” is listed as a special exception use under Section 2-303 of the Revised 1993
Zoning Ordinance. As such, this additional field lighting is considered a usual and customary component of
a regional park, requiring a revision to the original special exception approval for the park.
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V.

PROPOSAL

Special Exception – This special exception application involves the expansion of
permitted field lighting on five existing ball diamonds under SPEX-1994-0008 to include
four existing rectangular fields, two existing tennis courts, and one existing outdoor in-line
skate rink in Franklin Park. Specifically, the proposed lighting includes:
1.) Rectangular fields – three fields with four 70-foot poles and one field with four
80-foot poles (Figure 7). The light poles exterior to the fields as a group will be
from approximately 115 feet to approximately 560 feet from the closest property
line.
2.) Tennis courts – four 40-foot poles (Figure 8). The western light poles will be
from approximately 320 feet to approximately 335 feet from the property line.
3.) In-line skate rink – four 40-foot poles (see Figure 8). The western light poles will
be from approximately 275 feet to approximately 300 feet from the property
line.
Sheet C.2 of the SPEX plat shows the distances of the light poles from the property lines
in more detail.

Figure 7: Detail of SPEX plat Sheet C.3 showing the
location of the proposed lighting for the 4 rectangular
fields. 80 foot poles are proposed for the southwestern
field (Ex. Soccer Field #1. The proposed light pole height
for the remaining fields is 70 feet.

Figure 8: Detail of SPEX
plat Sheet C.3 showing
the
location
of
the
proposed lighting for the
tennis courts and in-line
hockey rink. The proposed
pole height is 40 feet.
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Field illumination will occur only during field use. The PRCS policy is to rest playing fields
from mid-November through mid-March and no field use will occur during this time.

VI.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES

There are no outstanding Staff issues. The primary topic considered during the referral
process was the potential negative effect of lighting additional fields in the rural area on
the night sky. When the elevation of the rectangular fields is taken into consideration,
lighting these fields has the potential to result in changes to the natural nighttime
environment where views of this lighting are possible by area residents. Based on the
Board of Supervisors initiative to identify existing park facilities where lighting can provide
increased field utilization and Staff’s recommended Conditions of Approval that will
decrease and/or mitigate the adverse impacts associated with the increased field lighting
in Franklin Park, the proposed Special Exception will benefit the County notwithstanding
the potential for nighttime views of lighting at the park.
The application is ready for Board action. The County Attorney has reviewed and
approved to form the Conditions of Approval. The Applicant is in agreement with the
Conditions.

VII.

POLICY ANALYSIS

Special Exception (SPEX) Criteria for Approval - Zoning Ordinance Section 6-1309 of
the Revised 1993 Zoning Ordinance states that in considering a minor special exception
or special exception application, six (6) factors shall be given reasonable consideration.
These criteria for approval are organized below by category, followed by Staff’s analysis.
A.

LAND USE

ZO §6-1309(1) Whether the proposed minor special exception or special exception is consistent
with the Comprehensive Plan. (5) Whether the proposed special exception at the specified
location will contribute to or promote the welfare or convenience of the public.

Analysis – Adding lighting to the in-line skate rink and tennis courts is not expected to
result in lighting impacts to adjacent residential uses as the nearest residence is
approximately 500 feet away and these facilities are located in a swale. Staff also does
not anticipate that the proposed rectangular field lighting will create direct lighting impacts
on adjacent residential properties. However, when the elevation of the rectangular fields
is taken into consideration, lighting these fields has the potential to result in changes to
the natural nighttime environment where views of this lighting are possible.
The property is located in the Rural Policy Area – Northern Tier as identified by the
Revised General Plan (RGP). The RGP notes that community spaces including parks,
such as Franklin Park, and greens are important in defining the rural landscape and rural
experience. Primarily, the lighting and night sky policies in Chapter 5, Green Infrastructure
of the RGP were used to evaluate the additional field lighting proposal. These policies
seek to preserve the beauty of the night sky, reduce light pollution, and preserve the
natural nighttime environment while simultaneously minimizing the nuisance of spillover
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light onto adjacent parcels, promoting lighting for convenience and safety, and
encouraging energy conservation.
At the same time, the Board of Supervisors, at its September 18, 2012 business meeting,
directed DTCI Staff to perform an audit and inventory of county and school athletic
facilities in order to identify improvements, potentially including lighting, that could
increase utilization of existing athletic fields. Based on the need for additional athletic
fields and the opportunity to gain increased utilization through lighting, the proposed
lighting of additional parks in Franklin Park will benefit the County notwithstanding the
potential for nighttime views of lighting at the park. Therefore, Staff recommends
Conditions of Approval to mitigate or reduce the impacts of field lighting as discussed
below.
The proposed field lighting, particularly lighting of the rectangular fields, has the potential
to result in changes to the natural nighttime environment where views of the lighting from
the surrounding rural area are possible. The existing fields are at a higher elevation
(roughly 620 feet) than the surrounding rural and residential community and, therefore, in
a prominent and visible location in the rural area of Loudoun County. As such, the field
lighting may adversely affect the natural nighttime environment in locations that have
views of these playing fields, particularly those areas at a similar or higher elevation.
While visibility of the lighting from afar is likely, the type and configuration of the lighting
proposed will not result in any light trespass or intrusive lighting at the property line and
will minimize visibility from a distance. The proposal for each facility includes installing
“Green Generation” lighting manufactured by Musco Sports Lighting. This lighting is
energy efficient, and uses fixtures that are full or near-full cut-off and shielded to minimize
light spillover outside the limits of the playing fields and onto adjacent properties. The
design of this lighting allows technicians to focus the lighting downward and onto the
playing field. The photometric plan, included as Sheet C.4 of the Special Exception plat,
demonstrates that the proposal to light the additional fields will not result in any light
spillover beyond the property lines and exceeds the Zoning Ordinance foot candle
requirements for public (10 foot candles) and private lighting (0.25 foot candles) at the
property line. In addition, the Applicant proposed, and Staff supports, a Condition of
Approval that limits the hours of lighting to those approved under SPEX-1994-0008, and
includes shutting off field lights by 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday, by 10 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday, by 11 p.m. on days of scheduled tournaments, and no lights on Sundays.
This limitation will also address noise associated with lengthening the time of field use.
Moreover, as PRCS will not be using the natural playing fields during winter months,
lighting of the fields will largely occur during the fall and spring, as well as later in Friday
and Saturday summer evenings. See Section B. Compatibility for more information
regarding Conditions of Approval that mitigate as much as possible the potential impacts
of the proposed field lighting.
B.

COMPATIBILITY

ZO §6-1309(2) Whether the level and impact of any noise, light, glare, odor or other emissions
generated by the proposed use will negatively impact surrounding uses. (3) Whether the
proposed use is compatible with other existing or proposed uses in the neighborhood, and on
adjacent parcels.
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Analysis – Staff recommends the Conditions of Approval identified in Table 1 to address
noise and light and glare in order to mitigate as much as possible the negative impacts of
the proposed field lighting on surrounding uses and adjacent parcels.
The previous approval of SPEX1994-0008,
Franklin
Park,
Brown
contained a Condition of Approval
(Condition 16) requiring a “densely
planted, landscaped berm along
Tranquility Lane and Lakefield
Road, and adjacent to the Brown,
McGinnis, and Franklin Family
Partnership
properties.”
The
County Arborist visited the site and
observed that the berm had been
planted with a mix of evergreens,
mainly White Pine and Austrian
Pine. He noted some of the
required
vegetation has
not
survided, with areas of 50 to 100
feet having no evergreen plantings,
and the presence of invasive
species (Figure 9). He also noted Lakefield
the White Pine and Austrian Pine
Road
show signs of disease. Therefore,
Staff recommends a Condition of
Approval related to this application
that requires re-establishment of
the required plantings with two
rows of staggered evergreens
McGinnis
along Lakefield Road and the
Brown and McGinnis property lines
to mitigate effects of the proposed Figure 9: 2012 Aerial showing existing evergreens along
Lakefield Road, and the Brown and McGinnis properties.
lighting on neighboring properties.
The previous approval of SPEX-1994-0008, Franklin Park, also contained a Condition of
Approval (Condition 5) that required the “ballfield lights” to “be located a minimum of 500
feet from the property boundary of any adjacent lot.” Since approval of this application in
1995, field lighting technology has improved and the ability to direct lighting onto playing
fields and avoid spillover has greatly improved. The photometric plan on Sheet C.4
demonstrates that as proposed, the field lighting meets the Zoning Ordinance
requirements for foot candles at the property line. Therefore, a condition limiting the
distance of the light poles to 500 feet for more from the property line is not necessary to
mitigate the impacts of the lighting proposed with this application. As shown on Sheet C.2
of the Special Exception plat, the distance of the light poles from the property line varies,
but will not be less than approximately 115 feet.
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The following table summarizes how the Applicant has addressed other compatibility
topics.
Table 1. Compatibility - Resolved Issues.
Buffering/Screening – The Applicant will plant two rows of staggered evergreens a
minimum of six (6) feet in height at a minimum of 8 evergreens per every 100 lineal
feet along Lakefield Road and the Brown and McGinnis property lines, or
supplement the existing evergreens along these property lines to achieve the same.
Noise – The condition limiting the hours that the lights are permitted to be illuminated
will also minimize noise associated with the lengthened time of playing field use.

Condition
or Note
Condition 3

Condition 4

Light/Glare – To minimize the effects of the additional field lighting on adjacent Condition 4
property owners and the surrounding area, lighting of the additional fields will follow
the hours required by a condition of Approval for SPEX-1994-0008.
In keeping with PRCS policy to rest natural playing fields during winter months, a
condition of approval also precludes lighting of fields from mid-November through
mid-March.
Hours of Operation – As approved under SPEX-1994-0008, the park will continue to
No Issue
be open from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. except in the case of a special event. The proposed
lighting will follow the same schedule as the existing ball diamond lighting in the
park.

C.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND HERITAGE RESOURCES

ZO §6-1309(4) Whether the proposed special exception or minor special exception adequately
protects and mitigates impacts on the environmental or natural features including, but not limited
to, wildlife habitat, vegetation, wetlands, water quality (including groundwater), air quality,
topographic, scenic, archaeological or historic features, and agricultural and forestal lands.

Analysis – As discussed in the Land Use and Compatibility sections, illuminating playing
fields on the top of a hill has the potential to negatively impact the night sky. Staff
recommends Conditions of Approval outlined in Table 1 to mitigate possible negative
impacts as much as possible.
There are no other outstanding environmental or heritage resource issues related to this
application.
The table below summarizes how the Applicant has addressed other environmental and
heritage resource topics.
Table 2. Environmental and Heritage Resources
Resolved Issues.

Condition
or Note

Wildlife Habitat – RGP policies related to wildlife work to protect rare, threatened, and
endangered species and their habitats (RGP, Chapter 5, Plant and Wildlife Habitats
Policies). Analysis of the impact of additional lights on wildlife was not a requirement
for this application since clearing and grading that would affect habitats is not
required. Furthermore, the Park is established and provides a range of wildlife
habitats. Therefore, no impacts on significant wildlife or its habitat have been
identified.

No
Impacts
Identified
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D.

TRANSPORTATION

ZO §6-1309(6) Whether the proposed special exception can be served adequately by public
utilities and services, roads, pedestrian connections and other transportation services and, in rural
areas, by adequate on-site utilities.

Analysis – There are no major outstanding transportation issues. The addition of lighting
will not increase traffic during peak commute times.
The table below summarizes how the Applicant has addressed other transportation
topics.
Table 3. Transportation - Resolved Issues.
Parking - Lengthening rectangular playing field use into the evening hours may
cause conflicts in the upper parking lot that is also used by patrons of the Franklin
Park Arts Center. However, adding field lighting does not increase the capacity of
the park. When the park was designed and constructed, the amount of parking
met the Zoning Ordinance requirement related to the park’s capacity. Therefore,
adequate parking is provided for the entire park though it may be situated in other
locations. Furthermore, PRCS staff indicated that potential parking conflicts occur
in other County Parks and they are monitored and resolved between the
respective facility managers.

E.

Condition
or Note
No Issue

FISCAL IMPACTS

ZO §6-1210(E)(4) The requirements for airports, housing, schools, parks, playgrounds,
recreational areas and other public services.

Analysis –In Fiscal Year (FY) 2011, the Board of Supervisors appropriated $320,000 for
lighting one baseball diamond at Franklin Park. In FY 2013 and additional $1,750,000
was appropriated to light the remaining four baseball diamonds and to begin lighting the
rectangular fields, tennis courts, and in-line skating rink. Lighting of the five baseball
diamonds was completed in 2013. The current balance to begin lighting the rectangular
fields, tennis courts, and in-line skating rink is approximately $1,181,500.

F.

PUBLIC UTILITIES/PUBLIC SAFETY

ZO §6-1309(6) Whether the proposed special exception can be served adequately by public
utilities and services, roads, pedestrian connections and other transportation services and, in rural
areas, by adequate on-site utilities.

Analysis – There are no outstanding public utilities/safety issues. This proposal is limited
to adding field lighting to an existing regional park; therefore, public utilities and services
and on-site utilities already serve the facility.
The following table below summarizes how this application addresses fire and rescue
services.
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Table 4. Public Safety.
Fire & Rescue Service - The Round Hill Station 4 Fire and Rescue Station would
serve the subject property with an approximate response time of 4 minutes and 30
seconds.

Condition
or Note
No issue.

VIII. ZONING ANALYSIS
Analysis – There are no outstanding zoning issues.
The application is in general compliance with the requirements of the Revised 1993
Zoning Ordinance for the AR-1 zoning district. The current lighting of five ball diamonds
was approved by special exception under SPEX-1994-0008, Franklin Park, which
approved the regional park and the field lighting. Section 6-1313(A) requires new special
exception approval to revise the SPEX plat to add field lighting in the regional park.
As noted above, the proposed lighting fixtures will be cut-off and fully shielded and aimed
downward and inward toward the athletic field, and the photometric plan submitted by the
Applicant indicates the proposed lighting will not cause illumination in excess of 10 foot
candles above background light levels measured at the lot line of any adjacent lot,
meeting Section 5-1504 of the Zoning Ordinance.
Also as noted above, the former conditions of approval related to the existing field lighting
in Franklin Park do not necessarily apply. The conditions of approval for this application
relate only to the new field lighting. Based on the limited hours and months that the field
lighting may be illuminated, the demonstrated foot candles at the lot line, and the
reinforcement of the existing and conditionally required vegetative buffer, as well as
improvements in lighting technology since the mid-1990s, the previously required 500 foot
distance of the lights from the property line is not necessary to mitigate the impacts of
lighting the fields on neighboring properties.3 Moreover, this 500 foot distance would be
impossible in all cases based on the configuration of the existing playing fields.

IX.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL (March 18, 2014)

1. Substantial Conformance. The development of the Special Exception use, additional
athletic field/court lighting in a previously approved community, neighborhood, or
regional park, with active recreational uses in the AR-1 (Agricultural Rural - 1) zoning
district, shall be in substantial conformance with Sheets C.1 through C.4 (herein
referred to as the “Special Exception Plat”) of the plan set entitled “Special Exception
(SPEX 2013-0032) Franklin Park Field Lighting Addition Blue Ridge Election District
Loudoun County, Virginia” prepared by Rinker Design Associates, P.C., dated
3

The previous approval of SPEX-1994-0008, Franklin Park, also contained a Condition of Approval
(Condition 5) that required the “ballfield lights” to “be located a minimum of 500 feet from the property
boundary of any adjacent lot.”
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December 27, 2013, revised through December 27, 2013 and the Revised 1993
Loudoun County Zoning Ordinance (the “Zoning Ordinance”). Approval of this
application for approximately 20 acres, consisting of two (2) separate portions, of an
approximately 199.39-acre parcel identified as Tax Map Number /35////////86/ (PIN#
523-25-9648) (the “Property”) shall not relieve the Applicant or the owners of the
Property from the obligation to comply with and conform to any other Zoning
Ordinance, Codified Ordinance, or applicable regulatory requirement. These
Conditions of Approval shall apply only to the Special Exception use approved with
this application and shall be in addition to (except to the extent the prior conditions are
modified herein), and shall not supersede or replace, the SPEX-1994-0008, Franklin
Park, Conditions of Approval as approved by the Loudoun County Board of
Supervisors on April 19, 1995.
2. Uses Permitted. This Special Exception amends SPEX-1994-0008 pursuant Zoning
Ordinance Section 6-1313(A) to permit additional field lighting in the existing active
recreation regional park in the AR-1 zoning district as shown on sheets C.3 and C.4 of
the Special Exception Plat.
3. Buffering and Screening. The Applicant shall augment the existing densely planted
landscape berm required by Condition 16 of SPEX-1994-0008 by planting, at a
minimum rate of eight (8) trees per 100 lineal feet, two staggered rows of evergreen
trees, each with a minimum height of six (6) feet, along the Property’s frontage on
Lakefield Road and adjacent to the properties associated with PIN numbers 555-204765, 555-29-5462, and 556-30-0868. The Applicant shall submit a planting plan to
the County Urban Forester for review in conjunction with the site plan for the Special
Exception use, and shall obtain approval of the planting plan prior to site plan
approval. The planting plan shall include commitments to: 1) remove invasive species,
brush, dead standing trees, trees of poor structural form, and trees in a state of
decline or disease; 2) augment the existing healthy evergreens by planting evergreens
with a minimum height of six (6) feet in a staggered arrangement with an approximate
spacing of 13 feet by 13 feet; 3.) planting a mix of evergreen species including, but not
be limited to, Norway Spruce, Blue Spruce, Green Giant Arborvitae, American Holly,
and White Pine, and using indigenous species if possible; and 4) a maintenance plan
that includes, but is not limited to, watering, mulching, mowing/herbicides, and deer
protection, until establishment occurs. The evergreen trees shall be planted prior to
any use of the proposed additional lighting to illuminate the playing fields, courts, or
skating rink except as necessary to test the lighting to assure its functionality. The
Applicant shall maintain the new and existing evergreens trees and all replacement
landscaping in good health. Applicant shall replace dead or diseased plantings in kind,
or with another similar species, and at a minimum height of six (6) feet, with
reasonable promptness taking into account seasonal weather limitations and the
applicant’s legal procurement requirements.
4. Light/Glare. The following conditions shall apply to reduce or mitigate impacts related
to the proposed additional field lighting:
a. For the installation of any of the proposed additional field lighting approved with
this Special Exception, the Applicant shall use the Musco Sports Lighting Inc.
Green Generation lighting fixtures or an equivalent technology for the four (4)
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existing rectangular fields, the two (2) existing tennis courts, and the one (1)
existing in-line skate rink as shown on Sheet C.3 of the Special Exception plat.
b. The proposed additional field lighting for the four (4) existing rectangular fields,
two (2) existing tennis courts, and one (1) existing in-line skate rink shall not be
illuminated after 9:00 p.m. Monday through Thursdays, or after 10:00 p.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays except that such lights may be illuminated until 11:00 p.m.
for scheduled tournaments. Such lighting shall not be illuminated on Sundays.
c. The proposed additional field lighting for the four rectangular playing fields shall
not be illuminated from Wednesday before Thanksgiving Day until the third
Monday in March annually.
d. The proposed additional field lighting for the four existing rectangular fields, two
existing tennis courts, and one existing in-line skate rink light fixtures shall be
illuminated only during periods of Department of Parks, Recreation and
Community Services approved, scheduled uses and not for “pick-up” games or
unscheduled practice.
e. The proposed additional field lighting lights shall be turned on to illuminate only
those fields, tennis courts or rink as and during times of actual use for scheduled
uses. (For example, if only one of the four rectangular fields is being used for a
scheduled athletic event or activity, the lighting serving the other three fields shall
not be illuminated).

IX.

ATTACHMENTS

PAGE
NUMBER

1 Review Agency Comments
1a Planning, Comprehensive Planning
A-1
1b Building and Development, Zoning Administration
A-4
1c Parks, Recreation and Community Services
A-7
1d Office of Transportation Services
A-10
1e Virginia Department of Transportation
A-17
1f Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services
A-18
1g Town of Purcellville, VA
A-19
2 Disclosure of Real Parties in Interest (01-24-14)
A-20
3 Applicant’s Statement of Justification
A-21
4 Applicant’s Response to Referral Comments
A-23
5 SPEX Plat (12-27-13)
A-26
*This Staff Report with attachments (file name BOSPH STAFF REPORT 04-09-14.PDF) can be
viewed online on the Loudoun Online Land Applications System (LOLA) at www.loudoun.gov.
Paper copies are also available in the Department of Planning.

